
1. Peru 

Llama shaped vessel made by the Moche or Chimú civilisations,100 – 1470 

Earthenware 

Peru 

This drinking vessel was probably made for ceremonial use in a burial to represent a beast of burden for 

use in the afterlife. You can see the bundle it is carrying slung over its back. 

The Moche and Chimú (its later derivative) civilizations flourished in the northern coastal area of  

modern day Peru.  Like all pre-Columbian civilisations they relied heavily on llamas for transportation, 

wool and meat. These animals were valued so much that whole llamas and llama body parts were even 

buried with the dead as ritual offerings for the afterlife. 

Round the World Quiz 

Where in the world do these objects in the Russell-Cotes collection come 

from? Hint: the maps should give you a clue 

2. Egypt  

Egyptian mummified cat, after 600 BC 

Fabric and cat  

Egypt 

The ancient Egyptians venerated cats as they believed they were sacred to their deity Bastet. As such 

they were treated with great respect in everyday life and the rite of mummification was extended to 

them.  

The historian Diodorus Siculus recorded that, when in around 60 BC, a Roman visitor to Egypt accidently 

killed a cat he was lynched by the local people. This led to Egyptians fleeing from dead sacred animals 

for fear of being accused of killing them.  

3 . Australia 

Boomerang 

Wood 

Annie and Merton visited Australia in 1894. 

4. Mexico 

Necklace 

Glass Beads 

Reputedly found in an Aztec tomb. 



5. China 

Pillow 

Ceramic 

China 

Ceramic pillows were common in Chinese households. This elaborately decorated headrest is  

representative of a sturdy type of ceramic from northern China with bold, articulated designs. A white 

slip covers the surface and a thoughtful distribution of leaded blue flowers weave into delicately incised 

lines across the entirety of the pillow 

7. Hawaii 

Charles Furneaux (1853 – 1913) River of Lava Issuing from Mauna Loa,  

Hawaii USA (1880 -1881) 

Oil on Board 

Hawaii 

9. Sweden 

Clogs  

Wood 

Sweden 

6. New Zealand 

Hei tiki (pendant) 

Greenstone 

New Zealand 

This Maori Hei tiki Pendant made from Greenstone, was probably reworked from a worn-out adze 

blade.   

 8.Norway 

Bowl 

Wood 

Norway 

Annie and Merton visited Norway in 1898 

10. South Africa 

Tobacco and pipe bag 

Beads 

South Africa 

This was made by the Xhosa or more likely the Mfengu people of South Africa.   

The Mfengu live in Eastern Cape province between East London and the Great Fish River. 



15. Italy 

Doors 

Wood 

Italy 

11. Nigeria 

Igbo Mask  
Wood 
South-eastern Nigeria  
This is a ceremonial headdress mask decorated with four tiers of figures. The Igbo 
people form a dense population of some 20 million today in an area on the Niger 
coast which has been open to international trade for many centuries including the 
Portuguese, Dutch and British. 
 This mask contains multiple zoomorphic imagery showing real and imaginary beasts 
while the top layer depicts a European figure wearing a white suit and pith helmet, 
astride a black animal with a white face.  
Images of trading, containing animal spirits with a white colonial on top of the tier 
make this fine mask a late nineteenth century cosmology of Igbo society. 

12. Tibet 

Showa, Deer Messenger from Yama, Lord of the Dead.  
Wood 
Tibet 
This rare mask shows a dragon head with antlers, bulging eyes, an open mouth bearing fangs and an 

extended tongue. The mask is painted in a yellow tone with the remnants of red paint around the 
fangs and mouth. 

 This mask is usually danced during the Cham-nygon-wa ceremony by a Tibetan priest, holding a dagger 
in one hand and a fringed skull cap in the other. Charles Francis Joseph, an American photographer, 
witnessed the ceremony in 1925: 

 “One lama dressed as a deer appeared and performed a really remarkable dance, he is called the Showa 
and represents a god. He danced almost in Russian fashion in a sitting posture. A very difficult  
performance. In the centre of the courtyard was a tray containing the body of a man made of 
tsamba. The deer god danced in front of it and breaking up the body, throws the fragments in various 
directions...He was exceedingly agile and when he stood before the camera after the dance he panted 
for breath and could not stand still....Today was the celebration of the death of Tsongkapa.” 

      

13. Papua New Guinea 

Fish Mask 

Wood bark 

Papua New Guinea 

14. Russia 

Bowl 

Enamel 

Russia 



 16. St Helena 

Wine Cooler 

Wood 

St Helena 

Made for Longwood, Napoleon’s house on St Helena which Merton visited on his voyage to South  

Africa. The wine cooler was donated to the museum in 1944 and sits alongside Napoleon’s table which 

Merton had bought at auction. 

 17. Canada 

War Bonnet 

Feathers 

Canada 

This Native American war bonnet was made from eagle feathers for the author John Buchan (1875-

1940) and worn by him as Eagle Head, a Chief of the Blood Tribe.  It was presented by Chief Shot-Both-

Sides to Buchan, when he was travelling across Alberta in the 1930s as Governor-General of Canada out 

of admiration for him as an author. The bonnet was probably made specially for Buchan but as was  

customary, it was worn by Shot-Both-Sides before being presented.  

Sometime between 1937 and 1953 the bonnet was presented to Wheatley Boy Scouts Association  

either by Buchan or his son. Buchan is best known today for his spy-thriller The Thirty-Nine Steps (1915).  

 18.  Sri Lanka 

Elephants 

Ivory  

Sri Lanka 

 19. India 

Figure of Ganesha  

Brass 

India 

The Hindu deity Ganesha is worshiped for his wisdom, as patron of the arts and sciences and as the  

remover and placer of obstacles. As the god associated with transitions, representations of Ganesha 

often appears at the entrances to temples dedicated to other deities. A very popular deity, worship of 

Ganesha has even spread into Buddhism and Jainism. 

The story goes that Ganesha lost his human head when it was cut off by his father Shiva due to a  

misunderstanding. Shiva replaced it with the first thing he encountered, which happened to be an  

elephant.  It is tempting to make a link between the cultural symbolism of elephants in general and the 

attributes given to Ganesha. 

20. Japan 

Slippers 

Straw 

Japan 

These slippers were presumably ‘pinched’ by Annie from her hotel room. 


